
Cybersecurity incidents and the volume of data they generate 

continue to grow exponentially, making it increasingly difficult 

for organizations to detect and respond to cyber threats.

LogPoint SOAR is an innovative security orchestration, automation 

and response (SOAR) solution that brings cybersecurity 

efficiency and effectiveness to mid-sized businesses.

Seamless integration with LogPoint SIEM and open APIs makes 

LogPoint SOAR highly accessible and affordable, providing 

much-needed solutions to reduce cybersecurity risk and increase 

security operations center (SOC) productivity. Structured case 

reporting makes it easy to evaluate and document LogPoint SOAR’s 

effectiveness and communicate security’s value to management.
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LogPoint is committed to bringing the benefits of SOAR to all organizations, 
including mid-sized businesses.

LogPoint SOAR provides immediate and long-term value for managing 
cybersecurity risk and improving operational efficiency in the following ways:

Creating  
business value

Reduce 
cybersecurity risk 
Automated data 

orchestration and response 

actions rapidly contain 

and remove threats while 

minimizing the risk of 

human error and lessening 

the SOC analyst’s load.

Increase SOC 
effectiveness
SOAR brings order to 

chaos, pulling all cyber 

incidents and supporting 

data together in one 

place to enable better 

analyst decisions and 

SOC team collaboration.

Improve SOC 
efficiency
Playbooks and workflows 

automate tedious tasks, 

assure consistent threat 

analysis, and guide analysts 

to the right decision 

without spending time 

on manual methods 

or relying on unwritten 

analyst knowledge.

Better cyber 
intelligence
SOAR stores and prioritizes 

alerts and security data 

from many sources and 

systems, ensuring that 

the security analyst and 

the CISO have all the 

necessary information 

for faster detection and 

response to threats.
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Meeting customer needs

LogPoint SOAR automates and improves your ability to rapidly detect, investigate, respond and 
report every cyber incident.

Here’s why leading brands choose LogPoint SOAR:

Built-in playbooks A complete set of LogPoint 
detection, investigation, and response playbooks 
helps you automate standard processes right away 
and easily customize as needed.

Guided decisions SOAR automatically investigates 
alert data from multiple systems and recommends a 
response. Analysts simply approve or execute that 
decision, significantly increasing SOC productivity, 
even with limited resources. 

Easy to use LogPoint SOAR is a part of LogPoint 
SIEM and is simple to learn, even for novice users.

Time to value Out-of-the-box integrations and open 
APIs facilitate fast and seamless connectivity to other 
cybersecurity systems and even other SOARs, so 
you’re up and running in no time.

Best practices Our community of LogPoint users 
and partners shares playbook knowledge to assure 
best practices are used to detect, investigate and 
respond to threats.

Customer-centric LogPoint is built on a customer-first 
culture. We go the extra mile to solve problems and 
regularly include customer suggestions and feature 
requests in our roadmap.



For more information 
visit www.logpoint.com

For more information, visit logpoint.com

Email: sales@logpoint.com

About us
LogPoint SOAR is backed by a market-leading support organization available 

24×7 to assist our customers and partners around the world.

In offices throughout Europe, North America and Asia, more than 200 passionate LogPoint 

employees work in concert with 60+ certified partners to create business value for our customers.

Don’t just take our word for it. 1.000+ customers agree. LogPoint service consistently receives a 98% 

customer satisfaction rating, and we are recognized by leading independent industry analysts.
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